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                            Legal services
Justice and the law are the foundation of our profession. Our lawyers have the knowledge and experience to help you resolve your legal issues and protect your interests.
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    LawNYS

The attorneys at our law firm are professionals with extensive experience working for major New York consulting firms. We provide high-level legal services at affordable and accessible prices to both small firms and companies with entire legal departments.




Trustees who turn to us for help can be assured that they will be provided with qualified services, and exactly what the client really needs. A contract is signed with each client, which is a guarantee for the principal. Reputation and honest attitude – our main credo.




Trustees can order as a separate service (for example, the drafting of a statement to the court), and use comprehensive assistance. In any case, we will try to fulfill our obligations in good faith and with full dedication.










Our clients:




Small and medium-sized businesses operating in construction and manufacturing, as well as governmental enterprises and public organizations.




Our Mission:




To contribute to the successful development and operation of the fiduciaries’ business, without all kinds of risks and legal problems.




Our goal:




Timely provision of high-quality legal services to the trustees.












Why contact our law firm?




	Free initial consultation. During it the client can not only get answers to questions of interest, but also decide whether to cooperate with us further.
	Ability to solve complex cases. Our “specialty” is complex cases that have been recognized by other lawyers as hopeless and futile.
	Availability for communication 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Our clients can receive legal services at any time of day or night, including weekends and holidays.
	Time Savings. If you need legal services in New York, call us with your address and we’ll get to your location quickly to solve your problem.
	Turnkey services. Our fiduciaries continue to do their business, while all worries about how to find a way out of a problematic situation fall on our shoulders.





Any questions? Call, our lawyers will definitely advise you.



        
            
        
            
	Four reasons to trust us

        	
        
        			
        				        				
        					First consultation free of charge
        				

        				
        					First consultation free of charge

        					You will get real insight into the circumstances of your case with options for possible solutions.

        					Learn More
        				

        			


                
	
        
        			
        				        				
        					Complicated cases are our specialty
        				

        				
        					Complicated cases are our specialty

        					We have real experience in dealing with complex litigation and know exactly how to pursue a favorable outcome.

        					Learn More
        				

        			


                
	
        
        			
        				        				
        					Always on the phone
        				

        				
        					Always on the phone

        					Law is not just a business for us, it is our life’s work, so we are always available and as … 

        					Learn More
        				

        			


                
	
        
        			
        				        				
        					We take care of everything
        				

        				
        					We take care of everything

        					Preparation of documents, logistics, and other duties, you get the result with minimal involvement in the process.

        					Learn More
        				

        			


                


    

        
            
        
            
	
	LawNYS Law Firm


Our clients




Small and medium-sized businesses, including government organizations, manufacturing and construction companies, public organizations;




Our mission




To ensure prosperity and sustainable development of our clients’ business, providing assistance in order to get out of crisis situations;




Our goal




Prompt provision of highly professional legal services to our clients.





    



        
            
        
            

    Our cases

In legal services lies the power to protect rights and ensure justice. Every client is a unique story, and our mission is to provide personalized attention, experienced advice and legal support that enables them to succeed. Together, we create lasting solutions and provide strong foundations for the future. We are ready to be there for you, protecting your interests and pursuing justice.


        
                    
                                Protecting the Rights of Heirs in a Complex Inheritance Dispute

                A tragic situation occurred in the Smith family: the head of the family, Mr. John Smith, died without a will, … 

            

                        
                                Protection of Entrepreneur’s Rights from Corporate Fraudsters

                A small business involved in the manufacturing and distribution of electronics fell victim to a clever corporate fraud scheme that … 

            

                        
                                Protecting Employee Rights in Discriminatory Dismissals

                Mr. Jameson, a long-time employee of a large company, was the victim of a discriminatory termination. The sudden termination occurred … 

            

                        
                                Protecting the Client’s Interests in a Complex Divorce

                Mrs. Engels came to LawNYS for help with a difficult divorce. Her marriage was dissolving amidst many complex issues related … 

            

                    

        
        
            
        
            


    Popular posts

Our goal is to make complex legal issues accessible and understandable for every client. To ensure that your right to justice remains unshaken, we provide reliable legal services.


    
	
	                    
                        
                                                    
                                                            
                                                
                            
                                
                                    How do you choose a divorce solicitor? – step-by-step guide
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                                In this guide you will learn how to choose a professional divorce solicitor and not make a bad choice. Is … 
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Partnerships Proud To Be a Part Of















Nongamstopcasinos.net reimagines gaming pleasure. Play slots and casino games, enjoy a world of alternatives, and feel the never-ending excitement.











Were you looking for immediate assistance with your academic tasks? Purchase a homework assignment online and secure top grades without the stress.











NonGamStopBookies can help you get more excited about sports. Bet on a wide range of activities, from football to basketball, and enjoy the rush of possible victory.
























Dive into the realm of MGA online casino, where unparalleled gaming adventures await you. These establishments assure a vast assortment of high-quality games, connections to numerous esteemed providers, unique promotional offers, and a comprehensive array of payment methods.











We are a team of experienced Vancouver litigation lawyers dedicated to delivering strong legal representation for our clients in court, specializing in resolving a broad range of disputes with a strategic and results-driven approach within the Vancouver legal system.












de.worldcasinoexpert.com is your go-to destination for all things related to online gambling in Germany. Our website features a curated selection of the finest casinos and exclusive bonuses tailored specifically for German players. Explore in-depth reviews of the world's top online slots and make informed choices for an unparalleled gaming experience. Join us today for a thrilling journey through the world of German online casinos.






























Unlock the best of aussie online casino with OnlineCasinoAussie.com - your ultimate guide to top-rated gaming destinations and exclusive bonuses Down Under!
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Working mode: weekdays from 09:00 to 18:00

Phone: + 917-667-6520

 

E-mail: [email protected]

 

Office address: 1085 Farnum Road, New York, New York(NY), 10018
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